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Density-functional study of homogeneous bubble nucleation
in the stretched Lennard-Jones fluid
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Density-functional theory is used to study homogeneous bubble nucleation in the stretched
Lennard-Jones liquid. We show that the ratio of density-functional to classical nucleation theory free
energy barriers should scale with the quantityDm/Dmspin, the difference in chemical potential
between the bulk superheated and the saturated liquid divided by the chemical potential difference
between the liquid spinodal and the saturated liquid. The critical bubble changes from classical near
coexistence~sharp interface, uniform density that decreases with penetration into the coexistence
region! to nonclassical beyondDm/Dmspin'0.5 ~diffuse interface, increasing density with
increasing penetration into the metastable region!. The density at the center of the bubble, the mean
bubble density, the bubble size, the interfacial thickness, and the free energy cost of forming a
critical bubble all scale withDm/Dmspin in temperature-independent fashion. This precise measure
of the degree of metastability should emerge as a natural parameter in data correlation, as well as
in the development of improved theories of nucleation. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Metastable liquids play crucial roles in a variety of tec
nologically important situations ranging from crystallizatio
and glass formation1 to cavitation,2 sonoluminescence,3 and
explosive boiling.4,5 Despite their ubiquitous presence in n
ture and technology, major gaps remain in our fundame
understanding of liquids outside their normal range of sta
ity. Prominent among these is the subject of bubble form
tion in superheated liquids, which remains incompletely u
derstood over a broad range of length scales. From
continuum perspective, the fluid mechanics of bubble form
tion and collapse remains a topic of active interest, and
key to understanding cavitation erosion a
sonoluminescence.2,6–8 At the microscopic level, it is pos
sible to distinguish between two mechanisms of bubble
mation: heterogeneous and homogeneous nucleation. In
former case, dissolved or suspended impurities, or the s
walls of a container can act as preferential sites that facili
the formation of a microscopic vapor–liquid interface. He
erogeneous nucleation is important in many practical ap
cations, such as boiling heat transfer.9 In the absence of ex
traneous surfaces, the liquid–vapor interface must be form
within the bulk superheated liquid itself, by homogeneo
nucleation. The work of forming of a new phase is compos
of two contributions. The first is the cost of forming an i
terface, which is proportional to the surface area, and
second is the favorable thermodynamic driving force tend
to lower the free energy of the system. The competition
tween these two contributions gives rise to a critically-siz
bubble, beyond which the bubble grows spontaneously
the stable vapor and below which the vapor embryo c

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
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lapses back into the metastable liquid. The formation of s
critically-sized bubbles is the phenomenon of interest he
Knowledge of the energetics, rates, and mechanism of ho
geneous bubble nucleation is important for determining
tainable limits of liquid superheating,10 mapping the condi-
tions that lead to industrially hazardous explosive boiling11

and preventing catastrophic accidents that can occur du
the rapid decompression of tanks containing pressuri
liquids.12 In this paper, we address homogeneous bub
nucleation in an atomic liquid under tension. The low~i.e.,
substantially subcritical! temperatures involved distinguis
this situation from bubble nucleation in near-critical fluid
where other effects, such as the pronounced temperature
pendence of the surface tension, become important.

Homogeneous nucleation is one of the basic mechani
by which first-order phase transitions occur.1 In general, the
rate of nucleation can be written in Arrhenius form,

J5A expS 2W*

kBT D , ~1!

whereJ is the nucleation rate, that is to say the number
critical nuclei of the stable phase formed per unit time a
volume,A is a purely kinetic frequency factor that depen
weakly on temperature,kB is Boltzmann’s constant,T is tem-
perature, andW* is the nucleation free energy barrier, or th
reversible work of formation of a critical nucleus. Whil
nucleation is a dynamic process, most theoretical treatm
focus on the thermodynamic problem of calculating the f
energy barrier height, an approach that finds practical ju
fication in the fact that the nucleation rate has an exponen
dependence on this quantity. To estimate the height of
barrier, an underlying construct in most nucleation theorie
the physical cluster, that is to say, the embryo of the eme
ing thermodynamically stable phase. In the so-called cla
il:
9 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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cal nucleation theory13 ~CNT!, this embryo is treated as
macroscopic object possessing the properties of the
stable phase with a sharp interface separating it from
metastable mother liquor. Despite its limitations, such as
failure to account for any transition from metastability
instability, classical nucleation theory still provides a ba
reference with which to compare new theories and interp
experimental measurements.

While the intuitive picture of a physical cluster, that is
say the embryo of the emerging phase, is straightforwar
envision, particularly for droplet formation and crystalliz
tion, the rigorous identification of such an entity based on
principles of statistical mechanics is nontrivial.14–16 The
problem of identifying a physical cluster is even more co
plicated for bubble nucleation, the focus of this paper. U
brella sampling techniques, first employed in the contex
nucleation by Frenkel and co-workers to stu
crystallization,17 have recently been used to calculate fr
energy barriers for homogeneous bubble nucleation in su
heated liquids.18,19 In both studies, a global order paramet
was used to describe the reaction coordinate. Furtherm
while making no assumptions about the shape of the crit
bubble, both studies observed critical nuclei compo
largely of cavities, or regions of space devoid of atom c
ters. In reality, of course, a bubble is more accurately
scribed as a low-density region within the bulk metasta
liquid, and identification of such regions within a liquid re
quires an appropriate microscopic definition of a bubb
However, a local order parameter that can serve as a rea
coordinate in computational studies of bubble nucleat
without imposing spherical symmetry to the embryoa priori
has not been found to date.

Density-functional theory~DFT! approaches to nucle
ation, pioneered by Oxtoby, e.g.,20 allow accurate calcula
tions of free energy barriers and critical density profiles
expressing the free energy as a functional of a spatia
varying density. It is implicitly assumed that the system
interest can be coarse-grained, so that one can describe
terms of a smoothly-varying local density,r(r ). While most
DFT studies have focused on droplet formation a
crystallization,21–31relatively little attention has been paid t
its application to bubble nucleation.20,24,32,33In an early DFT
study on bubble nucleation, Hooper and Nordholm33 used
generalized van der Waals theory to study the work of f
mation of and the number of molecules in the critical bub
for the Lennard-Jones fluid. However, for numerical simpl
ity in the free energy calculations, they assumed the den
profile for the critical bubble to be a step function. Oxto
and co-workers20,24,32examined homogeneous bubble nuc
ation in the Yukawa and Lennard-Jones liquids and He3 us-
ing more sophisticated numerical techniques to locate
critical density profile. These early studies identified no
classical effects in bubble nucleation for the first time, b
calculations were performed only for a limited number
state points. In this paper, we present a systematic stud
bubble nucleation in the stretched Lennard-Jones fluid ov
broad range of temperatures and tensions, using den
functional theory. The proper scaling of quantities such
the free energy barrier height with respect to the degree
Downloaded 22 Aug 2001 to 128.112.35.162. Redistribution subject to A
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metastability is an important aspect of this work, and
address this question theoretically and numerically. The
mat of this paper is as follows: In Sec. II we derive theor
ical scaling expressions, and we provide a brief descript
of density-functional theory. The DFT calculations are p
sented and discussed in Sec. III, and the main conclus
are summarized in Sec. IV.

II. SCALING RELATIONSHIPS AND DENSITY
FUNCTIONAL THEORY

A. Barrier height scaling in bubble nucleation

In this subsection, we extend to bubble nucleation
scaling analysis introduced by McGraw and Laaksone34

and subsequently extended by Talanquer.35 We show that
despite the important differences between bubble and dro
nucleation, similar constraints apply in both cases to the
lationship between barrier heights, thermodynamic driv
force, and size of the critical nucleus.

As noted in Sec. I, the critical nucleus in the CNT
assumed to be macroscopic in size36 and to have the sam
thermodynamic properties of the bulk, stable phase. The
versible work of formation of a spherical critical nucleu
~free energy barrier! is then given by the expression1,37,38

W* 5
16pg3

3~DP!2 , ~2!

where g is the interfacial tension andDP is the pressure
difference between the interior of the critical nucleus and
bulk mother phase. This expression is valid for bubble
well as for droplet nucleation.36 The theory works well in the
vicinity of phase coexistence, where the critical nucleus a
the free energy barrier are large. Near the spinodal, howe
the CNT fails badly, as it predicts a finite free energy barri
This is a direct consequence of the assumption that the c
cal nucleus is homogeneous.

Using the original form of the nucleation theorem,39

dW*

dDm
52n* , ~3!

McGraw and Laaksonen34 introduced useful scaling relation
for homogeneous droplet nucleation. These are given as

n* 5C~T!•~Dm!23 ~4!

and

W* 5 1
2•n* •Dm2D~T!. ~5!

In Eqs. ~3!–~5!, W* is the work of formation of a critical
nucleus,Dm is the chemical potential difference between t
supersaturated and saturated vapor, andn* is the number of
molecules in the critical droplet.C(T) and D(T) are
temperature-dependent constants that quantify the devia
from classical behavior. Koga and Zeng40 performed a series
expansion of the classical work of nucleation in powers
Dm about coexistence, where the coefficients can be ca
lated from bulk properties. They showed that the McGraw
Laaksonen scaling relations are a limiting case of their se
expansion, that is to say Eqs.~4! and~5! can be obtained by
setting higher order terms to zero. Shortly after the introd
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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tion of the scaling relations, Talanquer35 obtained expres-
sions for constantsC(T) andD(T) by using the fact that the
free energy barrier vanishes at the spinodal. Furthermore
was able show that, within the approximations involved
the McGraw–Laaksonen treatment34 ~to be discussed be
low!, the height of the free energy barrier should be a q
dratic function ofDm,

W*
1
2•n* •Dm

512S Dm

Dmspin
D 2

, ~6!

where Dmspin is the chemical potential difference betwe
the binodal and vapor spinodal at the same temperature.
ing that in the CNT, the quantityn* Dm/2 is the work of
formation, WCNT* , Eq. ~6! says that the ratio of the actua
work of droplet formation to the classical work should be
simple quadratic function ofDm/Dmspin.

Although the McGraw–Laaksonen and Talanquer sc
ing relations were derived specifically for the case of drop
formation, we show that similar relationships exist f
bubble nucleation. We begin by writing the nucleation the
rem in a more general form, as derived by Oxtoby a
Kashchiev,41

dW*

dDm
52Dn* , ~7!

whereDn* ~,0 for bubble nucleation! is theexcessnumber
of molecules in the critical nucleus with respect to the nu
ber of molecules in the metastable mother phase in the s
volume, andDm ~,0! is the chemical potential differenc
between the metastable and saturatedmother phaseat the
given temperature. It should be noted that the derivative
Eq. ~7! is taken at constant temperature. Next, the class
work of bubble formation,WCNT* ,36,37 is written as

WCNT* 5
16pg3

3~P* 2P!2 , ~8!

whereP* is the pressure within the critical nucleus andP is
the bulk pressure in the superheated liquid. For a sufficie
large spherical embryo, the excess number of molecule
the critical bubble,Dn* , is

Dn* 5
232pg3

3~P* 2P!3 rL , ~9!

where rL is the number density of the metastable liqu
Equation~9! is valid under the assumption that the density
the superheated liquid is much larger than that of the va
in the critical bubble. This is an excellent approximation f
modest superheating and away from the critical point.
sufficiently subcritical temperatures, and for modest sup
heating, the bulk metastable liquid can be considered inc
pressible. The chemical potential difference between the
perheated and the saturated liquid at the same temperatu
then given by

Dm5
1

rL
~P2Psat!, ~10!
Downloaded 22 Aug 2001 to 128.112.35.162. Redistribution subject to A
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where Psat is the vapor pressure at the given temperatu
Combining Eqs.~8!, ~9!, and ~10! and using the fact1 that
P* →Psat as Dm→0, where classical theory is known t
work, it follows that

WCNT*

Dm•Dn*
5

1

2
. ~11!

Thus, in the limit where the classical picture applies, nam
modest superheating and away from criticality, we reco
the same expression for the barrier height in terms of su
saturation and size of the critical nucleus as was found
droplet nucleation.

Following the approach of McGraw and Laaksonen,34 it
is postulated that the ratio of the nonclassical work of nuc
ation, W* , to the quantityDm•Dn* can be written in the
general form,

W*

Dm•Dn*
5

1

2
2 f ~Dn* ,Dm!, ~12!

where the functionf (Dn* ,Dm) describes the departure from
classical behavior. Differentiating Eq.~12! with respect to
Dm at constant temperature and using the nucleation th
rem, Eq.~7!, yields the following differential equation tha
could in theory be solved, provided thatf (Dn* ,Dm) is
known:

3Dn* 1Dm•

d

dDm
Dn*

52
d

dDm
@Dm•Dn* • f ~Dn* ,Dm!#. ~13!

Since f (Dn* ,Dm) is not known in general, McGraw an
Laaksonen34 assumed that both sides of Eq.~13! vanish iden-
tically, and each side can be solved separately to yield s
tions for Dn* and f (Dn* ,Dm),

Dn* 5C~T!•~Dm!23 ~14!

and

Dn* • f ~Dn* ,Dm!5D~T!•~Dm!21, ~15!

whereC(T) andD(T) are temperature-dependent consta
of integration.C(T) can be deduced from Eqs.~9! and~10!.
Substituting Eqs.~14! and~15! into Eq.~12! and rearranging,
one obtains an expression that relates the difference betw
the real and classical free energy barriers,

W* 5 1
2•Dm•Dn* 2D~T!. ~16!

In other words, the discrepancy between the classical
actual free energy barrier is solely a function of temperatu
Following Talanquer’s reasoning,35 the temperature-
dependent constant,D(T), can be obtained by using the fa
that the real free energy barrier vanishes at the spinodal

D~T!5 1
2•C~T!•~Dmspin!

22, ~17!

whereDmspin(,0) is the chemical potential difference be
tween the liquid spinodal and binodal at the same temp
ture. Equation~16! can now be rewritten as
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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W*

Dm•Dn*
5

1

2
•F12S Dm

Dmspin
D 2G ~18!

which is almost identical to Talanquer’s scaling relation
droplet formation, Eq.~6!, except that we have used the e
cess number of molecules,Dn* , rather than the actual num
ber in the critical nucleus,n* . This distinction is important
in bubble nucleation, but not in droplet nucleation. Equat
~18! is therefore a scaling relation that holds for both drop
and bubble nucleation, even though the mechanisms dri
the two phase transitions are quite different. The significa
of Eq. ~18! transcends the specific functional form, the acc
racy of which will be investigated in Sec. III through DFT
More importantly, this equation points to the rat
Dm/Dmspin as a natural measure of the degree of metasta
ity. It will be shown in Sec. III that the free energy barrier
nucleation, as well as the mean density, size, and interfa
thickness of the critical bubble all scale withDm/Dmspin in a
temperature-independent fashion.

B. Density-functional theory

The density functional approach to nucleation was fi
implemented by Oxtoby and Evans20 in a study of droplet
formation in the Yukawa fluid and has since been used
study nucleation in other systems.24,27–32A detailed discus-
sion of the theory can be found in Oxtoby.42 Here, we simply
summarize key aspects of DFT.

In density-functional theory, it is assumed that the fr
energy is a functional of a smoothly-varying spatial dens
r(r ). The interactions between atoms are normally taken
be pairwise additive, with the pair potential consisting o
hard-core repulsion and a weak attractive tail. The pair
tential,f(r ), can then be written as

f~r !5f ref~r !1fpert~r !, ~19!

wheref ref(r ) represents the steep, repulsive portion of
potential, andfpert(r ) represents the weak attractive part.
this regard,f ref serves as a reference system potential
fpert serves as a slight perturbation. For pairwise addit
systems, the functional derivative of the Helmholtz free e
ergy with respect to the pair potential is proportional to t
pair distribution functionr (2)(r,r 8),

dF

df~r,r 8!
5

1

2
r~2!~r,r 8!. ~20!

Functional integration leads directly to the Helmholtz fr
energy,

F@r#5F ref@r#1
1

2 E0

1

daE E dr dr 8 r~2!~r,r 8;fa!

3fpert~r,r 8!, ~21!

where a linear integration path overa is chosen for conve-
nience, since the free energy functional must be indepen
of the integration path chosen. The simplest approxima
for the pair distribution function is the random phase a
proximation ~RPA!, in which all particle–particle correla
tions are ignored,
Downloaded 22 Aug 2001 to 128.112.35.162. Redistribution subject to A
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r~2!~r,r 8!'r~r !r~r 8!. ~22!

Specifically, the radial distribution function,g(r ), is as-
sumed to be unity. While more sophisticated approximatio
exist, the RPA has been shown to be quantitatively accu
for systems with weak inhomogeneities like the liquid–vap
interface.43

The reference state included in Eqs.~19! and ~21! is
usually taken to be an equivalent hard sphere system, an
Helmholtz free energy can be written in the general form

F ref@r#5E dr f hs~r~r !!, ~23!

where f hs(r) is the hard sphere Helmholtz free energy p
unit volume at a densityr. This can be calculated easily from
an equation of state, for example, the Carnahan–Starlin44

hard sphere equation of state,

Phs~r!5
kBT~11h1h22h3!

~12h!3 , ~24!

whereh, the packing fraction, is (p/6)rd3 andd is the hard
sphere diameter.

To model the Lennard-Jones~LJ! system using density
functional theory, we follow the approach used by Zeng a
Oxtoby24 in their nucleation studies of the same syste
where the potential is broken up using the Weeks, Chand
and Anderson~WCA! ~Ref. 45! perturbation scheme. Th
Lennard-Jones interaction potential between a pair of ato
is given by

fLJ~r !54eF S s

r D 12

2S s

r D 6G , ~25!

wheree is the value of the potential energy minimum ands
is the interatomic separation where the potential energ
zero. In the WCA perturbation scheme, the potential is
vided into its repulsive and attractive parts,f1

WCA(r ) and
f2

WCA(r ), respectively,

f1
WCA~r !5H fLJ~r !1e r ,r min

0 r>r min
, ~26!

f2
WCA~r !5H 2e r ,r min

fLJ~r ! r>r min
, ~27!

wherer min is 21/6s, the location of the potential energy min
mum. The repulsive part,f1

WCA(r ), is mapped onto an
equivalent hard sphere system following the scheme
forth by Lu et al.,46 using a temperature-dependent ha
sphere diameter

d~T!5
a1T1b

a2T1a3
•s, ~28!

wherea150.561 65kB /e, a250.608 99kB /e, a350.928 68,
andb50.9718.f2

WCA now serves as the perturbation pote
tial for this equivalent hard sphere system.

Since the grand potential is related to the Helmholtz f
energy by

V@r#5F@r#2mE dr r~r !, ~29!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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wherem is the chemical potential, the grand potential of t
system can now be written as

V@r#5E dr f hs~r~r !!2mE dr r~r !

1
1

2 E E dr dr 8 r~r !r~r 8!f2
WCA~r,r 8!. ~30!

The density profile of the critical nucleus and the free ene
barrier can be found by solving the following integral equ
tion,

mhs~r~r !!5m2E dr 8 f2
WCA~r,r 8!r~r 8!, ~31!

which is obtained by setting the functional derivative of t
grand potential with respect to density equal to ze
dV@r#/dr(r )50. The solution of this equation relevant
nucleation, a saddle point in functional space, is unsta
when the chemical potential is not that corresponding
phase coexistence, and thus standard iterative methods
not naturally converge. The numerical method for locat
the critical profile is described in detail in Refs. 20 and 2
For simplicity, spherical symmetry is assumed to exist,
ducing Eq.~31! to a one-dimensional integral equation.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Density profiles and the corresponding free energy b
riers for the critical bubble were calculated at five differe
temperatures (kBT/e50.70, 0.75, 0.80, 0.85, and 0.90! for a
range of chemical potentials that placed the liquid under t
sions,Ps3/e, ranging from20.067 to20.99~Fig. 1!. These
calculations were performed by fixing the bulk~metastable!
chemical potential and temperature, and varying the unifo
density@i.e., using Eq.~30! with uniform r and fixedm#. In
general, this procedure yields two minima forV/V as a func-
tion of r. One corresponds to the metastable liquid~results

FIG. 1. Liquid–vapor phase diagram for the Lennard-Jones fluid in
P–T plane. The solid line is the binodal, and the dashed line is the liq
spinodal. The calculations were performed at state points along isothe
kBT/e, of 0.70 ~1!, 0.75 ~n!, 0.80 ~L!, 0.85 ~h!, and 0.90~s!.
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shown in Fig. 1! and the other to the stable vapor having t
same chemical potential. For a uniform fluid,V52PV,
which allows the calculation of the pressure.

Comparisons to the classical free energy barrier w
made using Eq.~2!, with g obtained from the planar surfac
tension calculations of Zeng and Oxtoby24 for the same sys-
tem. Figure 2 shows the ratio of density-functional~DFT! to
classical~CNT! free energy barriers,WDFT* /WCNT* , as a func-
tion of the chemical potential difference,Dm ~,0!,

Dm5m liq2msat~T!, ~32!

where msat(T) is the coexistence chemical potential at t
specified temperature,T, andm liq is the chemical potential o
the bulk metastable liquid. As noted above,m liq and T are
inputs to a homogeneous DFT calculation. Minimization
the grand potential~per unit volume! with respect to density
yields two solutions for phases of uniform density, corr
sponding to the stable vapor (V) and the metastable liquid
~L! ~Fig. 3!. Note that bothm andT are fixed in this calcu-
lation, andr is therefore an order parameter with respect

e
d
s,
FIG. 2. Ratio of density functional to classical free energy barrie
WDFT* /WCNT* , plotted against the chemical potential difference,Dm/e, be-
tween the bulk metastable liquid and the saturated liquid at the same
perature. Calculations were performed at reduced temperatureskBT/e of
0.70 ~1!, 0.75 ~n!, 0.80 ~L!, 0.85 ~h!, and 0.90~s!.

FIG. 3. Schematic metastable liquid and stable vapor states inm –P and
V–r planes at constant temperature. The chemical potential correspon
to the metastable liquid~L! and stable vapor (V) is an input to the inhomo-
geneous density-functional calculation.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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which the free energy is minimized, rather than an indep
dent thermodynamic variable. The density of the metasta
liquid is an input to the inhomogeneous DFT calculatio
since it ‘‘pins’’ one end of the density profile of the critica
bubble to the bulk metastable phase. As expected near c
istence, the ratio of free energy barriers is very close to un
away from coexistence, the deviation between the two th
ries increases. It is important to note thatWDFT* correctly
vanishes at the spinodal, whereasWCNT* remains positive.

In order to quantify the degree of metastability of t
stretched liquid, it is convenient to scaleDm by the differ-
ence in chemical potentials between the liquid spinodal
the binodal at the same temperature,Dmspin(,0),

Dmspin5mspin~T!2msat~T!. ~33!

The ratioDm/Dmspin yields a measure of metastability th
ranges from zero at coexistence to unity at the spinodal.
ure 4 shows the ratio of DFT and CNT free energy barri
as a function of the degree of metastability,Dm/Dmspin, at
the same five temperatures of Fig. 2. Note, as in Fig. 2,
limiting behavior near coexistence (WDFT* /WCNT* →1 as
Dm/Dmspin→0) and near the spinodal (WDFT* /WCNT* →0 as
Dm/Dmspin→1). The striking feature of this plot is that a
the free energy barriers now collapse onto the same cu
indicating that the deviations from the classical barrier hei
are predicted by density-functional theory to be solely
function of the scaled degree of penetration into the me
stable region. In Fig. 5, the free energy barrier height,
predicted by DFT, is plotted against the degree of meta
bility. It can be seen that the work of forming a critic
bubble does not depend explicitly on temperature, but is
stead only a function ofDm/Dmspin. The scaling ofWDFT*

FIG. 4. Ratio of density functional to classical free energy barrie
WDFT* /WCNT* , plotted against the degree of metastability,Dm/Dmspin, where
Dmspin5mspin(T)2msat(T). mspin is the chemical potential at the liquid spin
odal, corresponding to the limit of stability of the superheated liquid
temperatureT. The line is a guide to the eye. Calculations were performe
reduced temperatureskBT/e of 0.70~1!, 0.75~n!, 0.80~L!, 0.85~h!, and
0.90 ~s!.
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with Dm/Dmspin is a result that is not obviousa priori neither
in the classical nor density-functional formulation of nucl
ation.

Figure 6 shows the DFT-calculated density profile f
the critical bubble near coexistence (Dm/e520.1 or
Dm/Dmspin50.078) atkBT/e50.70. The density at the cen
ter of the bubble is very close to that of the stable vapor a
is uniform up to the interface. Note that the interface is sh
on the length scale of the bubble radius, and this agrees
with the classical picture. In contrast, the critical density p
file near the liquid’s limit of stability (Dm/e521.25 or
Dm/Dmspin50.98) at the same temperature is shown in F
7. The critical bubble is now very different from the classic
prediction; there is no sharp interface between the bub
and the metastable liquid. Furthermore, the vapor, even

,

t
t

FIG. 5. Density-functional theory prediction for the free energy barr
height,WDFT* , plotted against the degree of metastability,Dm/Dmspin. The
solid curve is a guide to the eye. Temperature symbols are the same
Fig. 1.

FIG. 6. Density profile for the critical bubble near coexistence (Dm/e
520.1 or Dm/Dmspin50.078) atkBT/e50.70. The density of the stable
vapor is marked for comparison with the classical theory prediction.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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the center of the bubble, is much denser than the stable
por. Figure 8 shows how the density at the center of
bubble changes as a function of the degree of metastabili
different temperatures. Upon entering the metastable reg
the density at the center at first decreases, since the dens
the vapor having the same chemical potential as the stret
liquid decreases asuDmu increases. This can be described a
bulk thermodynamic effect. However, upon approaching
spinodal, the density at the center increases, becoming
most liquidlike. This is consistent with the fact that, as t
mechanism responsible for the phase transition changes
nucleation to spinodal decomposition, the relevant den
fluctuations in turn change from small wavelength, large a
plitude ~i.e., a vaporlike critical nucleus! to long-wavelength
fluctuations of arbitrary amplitude. The combination of the

FIG. 7. Density profile for the critical bubble near the limit of stabili
(Dm/e521.25 or Dm/Dmspin50.98) atkBT/e50.70. The density of the
stable vapor is indicated for comparison with the classical theory predic

FIG. 8. Dependence of the density at the center of the critical bubble on
degree of metastability. The minimum in density occurs atDm/Dmspin

50.560.005 for all temperatures.
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two effects gives rise to a minimum in the density at t
center of the critical bubble as a function of degree of me
stability. We note that this minimum occurs atDm/Dmspin

50.560.005 over the range of temperatures studied her
It is interesting to examine the evolution of the me

density as the extent of penetration into the coexistence
gion increases. In this work, we determine the mean den
by integrating the density profile from the origin to the rad
position of the equimolar dividing surface, whose location
defined such that there is no surface adsorption, or exc
when the true liquid density profile is imagined replaced
the bulk liquid density up to the dividing surface and, lik
wise, the true bubble density profile is imagined replaced
the density at the center up to the dividing surface.47 We
denote the mean density calculated in this manner byreqm

and the radial position of the surface byReqm. The mean
density using the equimolar dividing surface is plott
against the degree of metastability at various temperature
Fig. 9. Note that the average density of the critical bub
increases with penetration into the metastable region, c
trary to classical expectations. In the classical picture,
critical nucleus is assumed to have the uniform density of
stable vapor at the same chemical potential, and thus
average critical bubble density is expected to decrease
increasing metastability. A remarkable feature of this plot
that up to appreciable degrees of metastability, the m
density calculated using the equimolar surface collapses
a single curve, independent of temperature. Note that
scaling of the mean density breaks down close to the s
odal, where density fluctuations become arbitrarily lar
Similar temperature-independent behavior is also obser
when the surface of tension is used to calculate the m
density.

The equimolar dividing surface also serves as a con
nient means to define the size of the critical nucleus, wh
radius is given simply by the radial position of the surfac
Reqm. In Fig. 10 we plot this definition of nucleus size vers
the degree of metastability at the five temperatures stud

n.

he

FIG. 9. Mean bubble density calculated using the radial position of
equimolar dividing surface as a function of metastability,Dm/Dmspin, at
various temperatures. The line is a guide to the eye. Temperature sym
are the same as in Fig. 1.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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In all cases, the radius of the critical nucleus initially d
creases with the degree of metastability, which is consis
with thermodynamic expectations. While the data points
not fall perfectly onto the same curve, the size of the criti
nucleus is, to an excellent approximation, a function of
degree of metastability, independent of temperature, over
temperature range investigated here. Note that close en
to the spinodal, the size of the critical bubble reaches a m
mum and then begins to increase with the degree of meta
bility. This effect, which cannot be predicted by the classi
theory, reflects the growth of the interface thickness~see
Figs. 6 and 7!, which we quantify below. Finally, we men
tion in passing that the same qualitative behavior, in parti
lar the apparent collapse of data onto a single curve, is
served if the radius of the critical bubble is taken to coinc
with the radial position of the surface of tension.

Interfacial widths of the critical bubble were calculate
using a 10%–90% criterion, according to which the thic
ness of the interface is the distance over which the den
changes from@rcenter10.1(r liq2rcenter)# to @rcenter10.9(r liq

2rcenter)#, wherercenter and r liq denote the density at th
center of the bubble and in the bulk mother phase, resp
tively. Figure 11 shows the thickness of the interface,t, as a
function of Dm at different temperatures. As expected, t
thickness increases as the liquid spinodal is approached.
thermore, the interfacial thickness increases with temp
ture, reflecting the fact that at the critical point there is
distinction between liquid and vapor. Interestingly, at fix
temperature, the width of the interface remains relativ
constant over a significantDm range before increasin
sharply as the spinodal is approached. Figure 12 shows
same data as in Fig. 11, but scaled in such a way that al
curves collapse into one. The normalization factor fort is the
minimum interfacial thickness at the given temperature,tmin .
It can be seen that that the normalized interfacial width
mains constant over an appreciable range of metastab
but grows rapidly beyondDm/Dmspin50.5. We note that this

FIG. 10. Radial location of the equimolar dividing surface for the critic
bubble as a function of metastability,Dm/Dmspin, at various temperatures
The line is a guide to the eye. Temperature symbols are the same
Fig. 1.
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condition is also where the minimum in the density at t
center of the critical bubble occurs~Fig. 8!.

The ratio of DFT to CNT free energy barriers is d
scribed solely by the degree of metastability~Fig. 4!. In Sec.
II A, we showed that the ratio of free energy barriers sho
be a quadratic function of metastability for both bubble a
droplet nucleation, provided that the same homogeneity
sumption is made for bubble nucleation as was made in
original treatment for droplet nucleation.34 It is interesting to
see how the DFT calculation compares with Eq.~18!. In Fig.
13, we plotWDFT* /WCNT* vs (Dm/Dmspin)

2 alongside the be-
havior predicted by Eq.~18!, whereWCNT* is calculated using
Eq. ~3!. The agreement is only qualitative. The denomina
of Eq. ~18!, DmDn* /2, becomes equal toWCNT* only near

l

in

FIG. 11. Interfacial thickness of the critical bubble as a function ofDm/e at
various temperatures.

FIG. 12. Normalized interfacial thickness plotted against the degree
metastability. The width of the interface was scaled by the minimum wi
at each temperature. The line is a guide to the eye. Symbols for each
perature are the same as in Fig. 1.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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coexistence. For moderate degrees of superheating, the
sure at the center of the critical bubble can deviate subs
tially from the equilibrium vapor pressure@see Eqs.~8!–
~10!#, and henceWCNT* ÞDmDn* /2. In Fig. 14, we plot the
quantity WDFT* /(DmDn* /2) vs (Dm/Dmspin)

2 alongside the
prediction of Eq.~18!, where Dn* is calculated from the
actual density profile of the critical nucleus andDm is the
externally imposed chemical potential driving force with r
spect to coexistence. Plotting the data in this way provide
direct evaluation of Eq.~18!. The agreement between th
DFT calculations and the predicted scaling is quite good
to Dm/Dmspin'0.5, beyond which there are appreciable d
ferences. The quadratic form clearly does not capture D
behavior completely. This is due to the imposition of t
requirement that both sides of Eq.~13! vanish, a key step in
deriving Eq. ~18!. McGraw and Laaksonen34 have shown
that this assumption leads to predictions that agree with D

FIG. 13. WDFT* /WCNT* vs (Dm/Dmspin)
2. The line through the points is a

guide to the eye. The dashed line is the prediction of Eq.~18!. Temperature
symbols are the same as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 14. Direct comparison of the prediction of Eq.~18! ~dashed line! with
density functional theory. The line through the points is a guide to the
Temperature symbols are the same as in Fig. 1.
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calculations for droplet nucleation. Although the vanishi
of both sides of Eq.~13! is a reasonable assumption in lig
of the fact thatf (Dn* ,Dm) is unknown, and, furthermore, i
allows for the recovery of classical behavior, it is not a ri
orous requirement. It remains to be studied how the der
tion presented in Sec. II A is affected by assuminga priori
other reasonable functional forms off (Dn* ,Dm), that is to
say what type of functional form is necessary to describe
deviations from classical behavior shown in Figs. 13 and

The various calculated quantities, when plotted aga
the degree of metastability,Dm/Dmspin, exhibit a common
feature, namely the competition between binodal a
spinodal-dominated behavior. In the vicinity of the binod
Dm/Dmspin→0, the assumptions of the classical theory a
valid. It is here that the critical nucleus is a large, we
defined geometric object with an internal density practica
equal to that of the stable vapor~Fig. 6!. Furthermore, in this
region, the work of forming such a bubble is given acc
rately by the classical theory, Eq.~3!. At the other extreme,
near the spinodal,Dm/Dmspin→1, the assumptions of the
classical theory become increasingly inaccurate, reflec
the gradual change in the phase transition mechanism f
nucleation to spinodal decomposition. This latter mechan
is characterized by small amplitude, long-wavelength flu
tuations, which within the confines of DFT, results in a cri
cal bubble that is small, diffuse, and liquidlike~Fig. 7!. En-
ergetically, the formation of such entities requires little wo
since the necessary fluctuations occur almost spontaneo
~Fig. 5!. Between the binodal and liquid spinodal, there is
smooth transition in terms of the energetics, size, and den
of the critical bubble that reflects a competition between b
odal and spinodal-dominated behavior. This is exemplifi
by the behavior of the density at the center of the bub
~Fig. 8!, which initially decreases~classical behavior!, but
then increases upon further penetration into the metast
region, reflecting the fact that the density fluctuations nec
sary to form a critical nucleus become smaller in magnitu

Figures 15 and 16 show the loci of points in the (T,r)
e.

FIG. 15. T–r projection of the liquid–vapor phase diagram for th
Lennard-Jones model used in this study. The lociDm/Dmspin50.1 ~–––!
and 0.5~---! are shown, as is the liquid spinodal~-–-!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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and~P,T! planes whereDm/Dmspin50.1 and 0.5. According
to Fig. 3, whenDm/Dmspin50.1, there is a 5% differenc
between the DFT and CNT free energy barriers. The con
tion Dm/Dmspin50.5, on the other hand, corresponds to t
minimum in density at the center of critical bubble~Fig. 8!,
and also to the point beyond which the normalized interfa
thickness begins to grow.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the structure and energetics of crit
bubbles in the stretched Lennard-Jones fluid, using den
functional theory. The interfacial thickness, size of the cr
cal bubble, barrier height, ratio of DFT to classical barr
heights, and average bubble density exhibit scaling beha
in that calculations at different temperatures collapse on
single curve when the extent of penetration into the coex
ence region is normalized by the distance between the
odal and liquid spinodal, 0,Dm/Dmspin,1. Classical be-
havior is predicted for modest degrees of metastability:
gas–liquid interface is sharp and the bubble density
sembles that of the saturated vapor. Nonclassical beha
becomes progressively evident whenDm/Dmspin increases:
the interface becomes more diffuse, and the vapor den
inside the bubble increases, becoming gradually liquidli
For Dm/Dmspin,0.5, the normalized interfacial thickness
virtually constant, and the density at the center of the bub
decreases asDm/Dmspin increases. Both the interfacial thick
ness and the density at the bubble center increase be
Dm/Dmspin50.5. We have also shown that the ratio of DF
to classical barrier heights has the same theoretical de
dence onDm/Dmspin as predicted for droplet nucleation,
the same plausible but ad hoc assumption is invoked reg
ing the vanishing of both sides of Eq.~13! as was made in
the original derivation for droplet nucleation.34

Two interesting questions emerge from this work. Fir
it appears worthwhile to investigate the functional forms
f (Dm,Dn* ) needed to force agreement with DFT-predict

FIG. 16. P–T projection of the liquid–vapor phase diagram for th
Lennard-Jones model used in this study. The lociDm/Dmspin50.1 ~–––!
and 0.5~---! are shown, as is the liquid spinodal~-–-!.
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barrier heights~Fig. 14!. Secondly, our work suggests th
the ratioDm/Dmspin should emerge as a natural parameter
the correlation of data and in the development of improv
theories of bubble nucleation in superheated liquids. In p
ticular, the scaling with respect toDm/Dmspin implies that
measurements of, e.g., the nucleation rate as a functio
supersaturation at a single temperature can be used to pr
the nucleation rate at other conditions provided an accu
equation of state is available.
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